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Who are you?

Murat SARTAS (Ph.D.)
Wholistic professional of making innovations and innovation systems work in low and middle-income countries
Talks about #scaling, #evidence, #smallholder, #innovationmanagement, and #socialnetworkanalysis
Wageningen, Gelderland, Netherlands · Contact info
Who is your community hero? An example Person

- 2 Bachelors
- 4 Masters
- PhD in the world's best Agri-Food Uni
- Worked on 50+ Countries
- Been to 40+
- Published more than 100 publications
- Working with 5 Global Organizations
Which tools to provide information?
Which tools to provide knowledge?
Formal Community (of Practice) Engagement

https://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11766/12275
Some References on Formal Community (of Practice) Engagement

https://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11766/12275
Thank You

For questions and comments please contact to Murat from Social Media